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Introduction 
With recent events and the mass exodus, this trip will bring you a whole new 
Greek Holiday experience. The situation in Lesvos is constantly changing, due 
to the law of  the land, the police teams on duty and the numbers of  refugees 
arriving at the beach and the weather which has been the worst this week with 
heavy rains about 15inches in one day and hydra floods. The majority of  Greeks 
have been very helpful and go out of  their way to help us.  

Camps 
Siclamana - where most land on boats in the very North of  the island about a 
two hour drive from the airport.  

Karatepe ( near Lidl)- recently "refurbished" new compound re-opened to 
help register Syrians only.  

Moria - divided into two areas with the inner area until recently only for 
Syrians and an infamous outer waiting area adjacent to Olive orchard.  The 
latter is outside the official camp with no shelter/ running water or toilet 
facilities. This latter area is one that all volunteers find most disturbing and 
challenging. It would be prudent for us to focus on this area also because they 
are neglected due to their location by other routine medical services.   

Port area ( for boats to Athens) - Largely covered by Dr Moazzem from 
Human Appeal.   

In our opinion, of  all the camps, the nonSyrian queue is the most neglected part 
of  all the refugee camps and should be prioritised for medical aid, food and 
shelter.  

The Landing 
There have been thousands of  refugees that have arrived on this island. When 
they land in Siclamana at the port, they are aided by various well organised 
groups of  volunteers aid them to get into reasonably dry clothes/ bag their old 
clothes, giving them a hot cup of  tea and snacks and soup- all helpfully prepared 
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on the beach.  It is a very quick process, often in the dark. There are numerous 
steep hills for people young, old, with or without children to negotiate.  Even the 
walk upto the first base camp is a steep 20 minutes as not everyone is lucky 
enough to get a space on the UN shuttle bus. At this camp they are very quickly 
dressed and transported by government buses to the central camps for 
registration.  

Registration of  refugees 
This is a slow process because there are only a  handful of  special electronic 
devices creating a sort of  bottle neck at this point. Despite this, the police work 
24/7 to process these documents and often get thousands done in any one shift.  

There is much confusion/ agitation at the point of  queueing leading to some 
accidents and injuries such as faints, panic attacks, falls and fractures. The worst 
case we had was when the riot police "accidentally" stepped on a young girls legs 
and she sustained fractures in four different places. She was splinted, given 
analgesics and rushed to the hospital.  

It is worth trying your best as medics to "fast-track" medically unwell individuals 
especially if  they have to be sent to the hospital. This is totally at the individual 
discretion of  the police on duty at the time so be polite and explain your reasons 
carefully when you politely make your request.  You have no authority to 
demand it. I learnt from bitter experience. 

The Police 
At the beginning of  each shift with new groups of  police, volunteers are advised 
to introduce themselves mostly out of  courtesy but also to facilitate the 
communications.  The majority are supportive but there is often the sentiment 
that we interfere with their already difficult job. Having said that they have been 
extremely grateful for the support of  volunteers during these last few stormy 
days.  

Hours of  work 
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So far, we have been working mostly late evenings and overnight as these can be 
busy times with new arrivals and no other doctors on duty on site. 

MSF provide an overnight (0.00 to 07.00) mobile nurse led service which covers 
the south including the port, Karatepe ( now Syrian only camp) and Moria. She 
seemed very responsive when I rang her at 6am. Her doctor is only on duty for 
third hand advice or authorisation for calling an ambulance.   

Calling for ambulance  
We should also ensure that our team coordinate with lead doctor before an 
ambulance is dispatched as when everyone does it, it slows down the service 
provided by the two ambulances to the whole island. There are two more brand 
new in the garage but the coordinator informed me that the Greek government 
has not authorised their use as they do not have a driver. This may be something 
we may want to pursue for the future. It is worth waiting for cases to be assessed 
and based on clinical stability, wait until registration is completed before sending 
to hospital. If  they don't they will need picking up by one of  our team- which is 
a drain on our resources.  

"Mountain Ward round" 
While the horrendous queueing continues on the nonSyrian side (afghani/ 
Iraqi/Qurdish/ Pakistani and Somali); we have found it it extremely beneficial 
to do 2-3 hour hike up the mountain.   

Doing this during the night means that the majority are asleep and it becomes 
easier to identify the most vulnerable and needy where the sick lie awake 
coughing. I would encourage leaving sick children if  they are sleeping. You may 
just want to do a quick temperature check. 

Due to high tensions, they are not allowed to advance down the line as they will 
be seen as jumping the queue. It has been personally very rewarding to do this 
and also the air on the top is much fresher, sweetened with scents of  oregano 
and pine. It is worth taking a few extra bottles of  water to make up ORS and 
baby clothes as you discover some are soaked through to the bone. 
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Translators 
You may wish to pick up a  translator from the team or indeed one or two 
individuals from the queue who are always willing and able. In return for their 
services please consider mentioning them at the end to the police so that they 
themselves may be prioritised for "fast-tracking" through registration. 
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Useful Contacts: 
Mercy world wide ground team: 
Crystallyn Steed- Brown ( Lesvos ground coordination & 
medical support with limited prescribing ability): +30.. 

Paul Steed (Logistics) +1... 
Adam Steed (clinical support / paramedic) +1... 

TRANSLATORS 

Dr Eslam ( arabic / Farsi) PhD : +44 ..... 
Hoda ( Eslam's sister): (Arabic) +44 ..... 

Andreas ( Hotel manager and business advisor) +30 ..... 
- knows how to access wholesale food/ water and 

pharmaceuticals and other medical supplies at cost price.  

OTHER MEDICAL COVER ( MORIA) 
DMD Greek doctors under Dr admitting and George Pakas -  
9am to 5pm in main compound and  9am-9 pm in upper 
barracks ( non- Syrian side) 
Dr Dimitri : +30...... 
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MSF / " doctors without borders", France  
5pm to midnight in own tent on Syrian side (which we will soon 
be allowed to use outside their hours)  

+30.... Claire Potin ( Nurse / project lead) daytime only- 
available for texts.  

+30...... Nurse on call - mobile unit 12 midnight to 7 am.   

UNHCR 

Sandra +30 ... 
Hoda + 30.... 

Every Thursday there is a general medical coordination 
meeting at 9am in a central municipality building. They have 
yet to add me on email list for invitation.. Sandra from UN 
takes a lead on this.  
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